Danish Payroll: Infotypes
ATP Pension and Barselsfond (Infotype 0075) : This infotype stores all the information
needed to calculate ATP (wage earners' supplementary pension) of an employee. Every
wage earner between 16 and 66 is covered by ATP. Both the employee as well as the
employer has to contribute to ATP. The supplementary pension will be paid out when the
employee is 67 years old.
The amount paid out is depending on how many years the employee has contributed to
ATP.
Company Car Infotype (0442)
Fiscal Data Infotype (0072): This infotype stores an employee's tax details.
Garnishment (Infotype 0200)

Private Pension Infotype (0073)
Statistics Infotype (0204): The information stored in this infotype, is used when reporting
statistical data to DA (Danish Employer Association), DS (Statistics Denmark) and FA
(Finanssektorens Arbejdsgiverforening).
Vacation Savings (Infotype 0074)

Danish Payroll: Net Pay
Tax: The Tax component holds all the numbers and information used when calculating the
employee's tax. The tax calculation itself is handled by the third party, PBS. Based on the data
entered in the Fiscal Data Infotype (0072), PBS calculates the amount to be paid. The amount is then
transferred to the tax authorities, "Told & Skat".
Supplementary Benefit ("supplerende dagpenge"): If an employee works on short time and is a
member of an unemployment fund ("arbejdsløshedskasse"), it is possible under certain conditions to
get a supplement to the salary for the working hours up to 37 hours (full-time).

First and Second Day of Unemployment ("1. og 2. ledighedsdag"): The employer has to pay the first
and second day of unemployment if an employee becomes unemployed because of dismissal,
disbanding, or completion of task. The remuneration for the first and second day of unemployment
must be paid with the last pay.
Sickness Benefit and Sickness Vacation Benefit ("sygedagpenge og sygeferiepenge") : Sickness
benefit ("sygedagpenge") is for employees who are not paid during absence due to sickness.
According to the Sickness Benefit Act ("sygedagpengeloven"), the employer must pay sickness
benefit, the two first weeks when an employee is sick. The sickness benefit is not regarded as a
salary and for that reason, is not included in the salary when calculating the vacation base
("ferieberettigende løn").

Danish Payroll: Net Pay Continued
Vacation: Most employees in the private labour market are covered by the regulations in the
Ferielov (Vacation Act). Employees not covered by the Ferielov are for instance public servants and
officials ("tjenestemænd") and employees included in the vacation card-system (feriekort).
Irrespective of the conditions of employment, the fundamental rule is that it must not be possible to
put the employee in a less fortunate position than the one the Ferielov (Vacation Act) prescribes.
FerieKonto: FerieKonto is managed by Arbejdsmarkedets Feriefond. FerieKonto is used for
employees who are not entitled to paid vacation (workers). The total vacation pay
"feriegodtgørelse") is paid to FerieKonto for the past quarter at latest the 10 th in the month after
ending the quarter. For employees who are entitled to paid vacation, for example salaried
employees ("funktionærer"), FerieKonto only becomes important when the employee is leaving the
company. When an employee is leaving, the vacation pay (after A-tax is deducted) must be paid to
FerieKonto at latest the 10 th in the month after the employee has left the company.
Vacation card ("Feriekort") : Vacation card ("Feriekort") is mainly used to manage the vacation for
employees in the organized labour market. The employees included in the vacation card-system are
employees who are hourly-waged, weekly-waged or the like. Vacation card is not for salaried
employees who are entitled to paid vacation The vacation card is only used for salaried employee
when the employee is leaving the company. The employee who is leaving during the year will receive
a vacation card for the past year of earning the vacation pay ("optjeningsår").

Danish Payroll: PBS Interface
Interface to Third-Party Payroll Systems: The SAP interface provides PBS (Pengeinstitutternes
BetalingsService) with all the required gross payroll data. PBS then uses the gross data to make
the net calculations. The net results are then imported in the SAP system. PBS also makes the
actual transfer of money to employees, tax authorities, etc.
Implementation Considerations
In order to use this component for carrying out transfers via PBS from SAP Payroll Denmark, you
need to be able to transfer data electronically to PBS. Your company also needs to have certain
details, concerning the company's structure, defined in the PBS system beforehand.

Danish Payroll: PBS Interface
Payroll Control for Interfacing Data with PBS: This process (transaction rpdk) describes the interface
which provides PBS with all required gross payroll data. PBS uses the data to make net payroll
calculations and the results are imported back into the SAP system. Finally, PBS makes the bank
transfers to every employee. The process consists of five subprocesses. The process also makes it
possible to send data used for statistics to DA and DS.
Prerequisites: Before you can start a payroll run, you must create a general dataset, which has to be
the same during all subprocesses. The general dataset consists of: Payroll period, Selection of
persons, Payroll areas and Company name.

Danish Payroll: PBS Interface
Process Flow: When all changes to the master data are done and the general dataset is created, you are ready to
run the payroll.
Testrun: You first run a testrun , in this run no bank transfers are done or no data is sent to DA and DS. The testrun
is to make sure that everything is correctly processed, before running the actual payout or sending the statistical
data to DA and DS.
Payout run: When the testrun has been completed without any errors, the payout run can start. This leads to the
actual bank transfers from PBS and data is send to DA and DS.
Forced Payout run: The forced payout can be started with no previous testrun . The forced payout force the payout
through even though persons have been rejected. The forced payout is mostly used in emergency cases.
The three payroll runs all consists of five subprocesses which are processed sequentially. The five subprocesses are:
Gross payroll; Process gross data; Write gross to PBS; Read net data from PBS; Transfer net data to R/3
For every subprocess, it is indicated if any persons were rejected. If a person is rejected in one of the subprocesses,
the calculation for that person stops. You must correct the data. When data has been corrected, the process is not
started over again, but continues with the next subprocess.
Result: You can transfer the payroll results into the general ledger in FI (Financials). You can transfer the payroll
results to remuneration statements and print the payslips. You can use the payroll result for generating official
statistics for DA and DS, which you also can use for evaluation. If an employee changes his/her job within a group,
you can transfer the payroll result to change of employer . Here you can use the payroll result to find any
retroactive changes, which can be used as a base for settlements between the two companies involved.

Danish Payroll: PBS Interface

Danish Payroll: Schema

PBS Interface: Sending Gross

PBS Interface: Importing Payroll Results

PBS Interface: PU12

PBS Interface: PU12

Danish Payroll: SAP Help

Danish Payroll:
http://help.sap.com/erp_hcm_ias2_2014_03/helpdata/en/6e/c1d253913e460
8e10000000a174cb4/content.htm?current_toc=/en/c3/e4d153c9684608e100
00000a174cb4/plain.htm&show_children=true

Interface:
http://help.sap.com/erp_hcm_ias2_2014_03/helpdata/en/08/a4e2539c70424
de10000000a174cb4/content.htm?frameset=/en/6b/3ac2531bb9b44ce100000
00a174cb4/frameset.htm&current_toc=/en/6b/3ac2531bb9b44ce10000000a1
74cb4/plain.htm&node_id=143&show_children=false

